The Happy Puppy Update for
October 2014!
Summer of 2014
We’ve had a GREAT summer as we continue to spread the word about early proactive training! We even met
some very distant clients at local shows! We’ll be entering into our 4th year of business in 2015 and are
starting to strategize for it. How exciting!

Veterinarians
In January of 2014, a busy and reputable veterinary clinic invested in The Happy Puppy Training Kit. They
waited until puppies returned for their next visit to ensure they were satisfied with the results before reordering, and they did just that… order more! This helps us in determining the success of the program for all
puppies, including those born through puppy mills and backyard breeders, who have had more challenging
beginnings. We now have more veterinarians taking interest and investing and have created three short
videos telling them about us; the work behind the program; and how the program works. We also cover
details on how we believe we can help the veterinary field through the program. Please feel free to attend the
Veterinarians page on our website to see more! I’d like to remind everyone that every puppy we help is
thanks to the support you’ve given us over the years. Thank you immensely for that.

New Canine Beliefs
We are always learning more about dogs. This is great; however, some like to promote new theories which
can be quite damaging to the canine industry. I’ve been hearing about one for a while now and have been
discussing it with our breeder clients at shows. I even have veterinarians asking me my opinion on it, as they
are hearing it too, and would like to take a bit of time to share all of this with you. You can find the details
under the separate memo attached to this e-mail and I encourage and welcome feedback of any sort in this
regard. I believe we have to be open minded when we hear new theories, otherwise, how else will we expand
our knowledge about dogs? I also believe we have to weigh new theories with our experiences and
knowledge of dogs when considering their validity.

Early Neurological Stimulation (Super Puppy Program)
Program)… a little food for
thought!
We’ve been having great conversations with breeders who have implemented the US Military’s Early
Neurological Stimulation technique referred to as Bio Sensor from Day 3 for a specified period of time. The
results were quite vast amongst these breeders. Some saw no change in their puppies at all. Others vow
never to use it again because their puppies become so wired they were too much for your average puppy
owner to handle. One firmly said he managed to wean shyness out of his line of breeding altogether after
several generations. Perhaps the results vary for two reasons. One, we have the human equation to consider
where the slightest variance in the technique may render different results and two, the temperament and
sensitivities of the puppies all vary from the outset which would also add to a range of results. Interesting!
Well, many of us are winding down and preparing for family gatherings this fall. We wish you the
greatest enjoyment with your families, pets and all of those that are close to you!

